PASSION FOR
AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS
Pharmabotix is pioneering the deployment of innovative
robotic technology and automation in Pharma and aiming to
be the ﬁrst choice for technology partnerships. We oﬀer
pharmaceutical solutions that bring products to market
quickly and safely to contribute to society’s well-being and
health.
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SERVICES
A successful project requires a
sound base, this is why
Pharmabotix sets high value on
the initial project steps
consulting, conceptual and
basic design as well as
appropriate feasibility studies.
Working through these ﬁrst
steps carefully and to the full
extent is an essential
pre-requisite for success.
Pharmabotix is also oﬀering
consulting services in the ﬁeld
of robotics & automation.

LOOKING FOR A
PARTNER TO
ROBOTIZE YOUR
PRODUCTION?
You have many automation and robotics
projects at the same time and don't know
where to start? You don't have the time or
the know-how to work on projects
eﬃciently and eﬀectively - and are looking
for specialists to support you? In this case
Pharmabotix is your expert partner in the
ﬁeld.
We support you from the ﬁrst minute of
your project - from the potential analysis,
through URS support to the ready-to-use
automation solution. We put all our
expertise in robotics, automation,
engineering and software at your disposal.

Aftersales

Our solutions can be used for a wide range of
applications:
Transport and handling of vials.
Automation of assembly processes.
Implementation of fully automated packaging
solutions.
Camera inspection & quality control.
Your application is not listed? No problem, our
specialists will provide a solution for your problem.
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REGULATORY
ENVIRONMENT
Pharmabotix follows the current GMP and
GAMP 5 (Good Automated Manufacturing
Practice) guidelines - because we know that
documentation, validation and qualiﬁcation
must be given the same importance as the
equipment itself. We thus ensure that the
equipment meets the customer's needs and is
compliant with the regulatory authorities.

Our internal processes are consistently
structured according to the GAMP 5 model
and thus our standard: Patient safety is always
the focus of our actions.
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VIAL PRO

OUR
SOLUTIONS
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State-of-the-Art-production facilities in Pharma require
smart, ﬂexible, high-performance production equipment.
Pharmabotix system designs are easy to operate and
navigate. Low-maintenance and easy-to-clean equipment
provide eﬃcient performance and better margins.

The VialPro product family was speciﬁcally
designed for liquid or solid vials ﬁlling lines.
All handling steps for primary packaging
components around the aseptic core
including Box-handling prior to and pallet
stacking after ﬁlling and closure can be
performed by the VialPro components, that
way, the VialPro concept

provides an end-to-end-solution to
challenges around the handling of primary
containers.
By deploying the VialPro components
operators are relieved from
non-value-added repetitive work while
decreasing the risk of human error and
hence improving product safety.
In the essence, VialPro is a robust
automation product that gives you a
signiﬁcant competitive advantage.

PackMate

FeedStar

PalettPacker

BoxHero

PalettLoader

LogChamp
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ASEPTIC
SOLUTIONS

AFTERSALES
We value our customers and support them
throughout the lifecycle of the project and
beyond.
Our maintenance specialists are always
prepared for quick, reliable interventions
when problems arise. We solve most
customer problems by remote
telemaintenance using Hololenses to
eﬃciently support on-site staﬀ.
When this is not possible, Pharmabotix is
available on site, and oﬀers customized
maintenance packages, to keep processes
seamless.

Aseptic solutions require the highest level of competence in the areas of engineering, software,
robotics, manufacturing and, of course, validation and qualiﬁcation. Our engineering team is
constantly striving to solve customer needs eﬃciently and eﬀectively through smart
engineering.

Highly ﬂexible and robust robotic
solutions with intelligent gripping
systems.
Simple, fast and safe changeover from
one product to another.
Sterile design for optimal
decontamination and easiest cleaning.
Solutions that take up as little space as
possible in the isolator and are
optimally integrated into the
demanding environment.
Simple operation via central HMI on a
24’’ Touchscreen.

We support you in the automation of a wide variety of processes such as the
handling of:
Cans
Canisters

Bottles
Vials

Penﬁlls
Syringes

As in all other applications we use the latest robot technology from Stäubli
Robotics to meet highest customer standards.

MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES

OPTIMIZATION &
MODIFICATION

We can equip customer systems with secure
remote maintenance at no additional cost.
Contact us directly for more information
about our maintenance contracts and data
protection policy.

Further applications and the need for
optimization may arise over the lifetime of a
production plant. Pharmabotix may oﬀer to
retroﬁt or upgrade technology, set up new
products or revalidate existing equipment.

ABOUT
PHARMABOTIX
Does your company need to optimize production, but you wonder who can help?
Pharmabotix is a talented young team dedicated to technology. With years of industry
experience in automation and mechanical engineering, the love for our work and
commitment to our customers is palpable. Pharmabotix is setting new standards in
engineering, software, consulting, and paving the way—for automation solutions in
pharmaceuticals.
We are passionate engineers who value honesty, loyalty, decency, and trust. We are a
cohesive team and provide an open environment built on transparency. Each member is as
important as the other—we cherish this equality and hold ourselves accountable to
represent our values to our customers, suppliers, employees, and society.

Pharmabotix AG
+41 (0) 62 559 90 91
Schulstrasse 9
solutions@pharmabotix.ch
5707 Seengen, Switzerland
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